ODOR CONE is a fragrance cover which is composed of a unique material containing 2-3 times more fragrance than other air fresheners like gels or metered aerosols. The ODOR CONE dispenser has a motor driven fan that moves the air freshener further than a typical passive system, thus freshening larger areas. ODOR CONE releases approximately the same amount of air freshener daily over 30 days by controlling the fan’s operation. ODOR CONE dispenser with fan is controlled by a computer program, the fan turns sparingly in week 1, and gradually turns more frequently until week 4 when the fan turns constantly. ODOR CONE dispenser with fan is efficient because the fan only turns when the lights are on which extends the alkaline battery life up to 6 months. ODOR CONE dispenser with fan remembers everything so you don’t have to!! Replacing the cover activates a 33 day computer program with the following prompts:

DAYS 1-29: GREEN led flashes indicating ‘all systems go’
DAY 30+: RED led flashes indicating ‘time to change cover’
DAY 33+: RED led flashes plus audible alert sound every 3 1/2 minutes.

ODOR CONE dispenser with fan mounts to any flat surface with the double-sided tape or screw kit that is included. ODOR CONE dispenser with fan is sold separately.

**Areas of Use:**
- Restrooms
- Hallways
- Offices
- Locker rooms
- Gyms

**Appearance and odor:** Off white, scented dome.
**Specific Gravity:** N/A
**VOC:** 0
**NFPA Fire Rating:** Flammable

ODOR CONE comes in Cinnamon, Fresh, Mango and Mint scents.